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ABSTRACT 
Tests of bearJ-to-coluran Heb moment connections under · static and 
cyclic loading are proposed to confirm the effects of new design 
recor.1!Ilendations. Featured details of the connection designs are extended 
beam tension flange connection plates and varied · connection plate 
thicknesses and fillet weld sizes required for different arrangements of 
stiffening and fillet weld placement. 
Extended tension flange connection plates function to place groove 
weld for the beam flange connection outside the restrained triaxial 
stress zone betHeen the heavy flanges of the column. Revised connection 
plate thicknesses and fillet weld sizes are based on better knowledge of 
force distribution in the connection. Larger plate thicknesses and 
fillet· Held sizes are a trade-off for eliminating stiffeners and even 
OL1i tting 1-:elds beti-Jeen the flange connection plate and column v1eb. 
The connections Hill be part of a beam and coluon subassenblage of 
full-size rolled structural shapes. A test setup of loading frane, 
reaction fraoe, and dual-acting hydraulic jacks is required to support 
and load the specimens. The system of specimen, fraoes, and jacks must 
be carefully coordinated for both strength and deformation to permit 
uninterrupted operation during the cyclic portions of the tests. 
The test program is needed to determine the success o.f neH 
connection designs in reducing the tendency tm-1ard fracture in joints 
with high restraint subjected to static and seismic loading. 
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INTRODUCTION 
A program of bean-to-column Heb moment connection tests subjected to 
cyclic loading is proposed. These tests are a follm·:-up of findings 
obtained fro:rr tHo prior investigations on connections. 
Static tests to ultimate load of full-scale beam-to-column web 
ooroent connections resulted in some fractures of tension flange 
connection plates [Rentschler, 1980]. An investigation of material 
qualitj' and theoretical stress distributions led to the conclusion that 
the failures Here a result of configuration of the tension flange 
connection plates rather than any deficiencies of materials or welds. A 
subsequent series of theoretical and experimental investigations resulted 
in recommendations for revised configurations of tension flange 
connection plates and for appropriate v;eld sizes [Pourbohloul, 1983]. 
Tests are needed to confirm the validity of the previous findings and to 
gather additional data about the performance of this type of connection 
under cyclic loading. 
Certain conclusions of the prior investigation have led .to the 
experiment designs proposed here: 
- There was a definite difference in the post-yield capacity of 
specimens having the connection plate extended so the groove 
v!eld Has removed from the region of the colur.m flange tips. 
All details with extended connection plates shoHed better 
performance than those with the groove weld at the .region of 
the column flange tips. The extension of the connection plate 
tends to alleviate triaxial stress conditions in the vicinity 
of butt welds. 
Rectangular extended connection plates appeared to be equal in 
performance to tapered extended connection plates. 
- Connections Hi th both· extended connection plates and backup 
stiffeners were able to perform satisfactorily with connection 
plates the same thickness as the beam flange. 
- Increases in the thickness of the connection plate can 
conpensate for the elimination of the backup stiffeners, and 
even for the elimination of fillet •·:elds betHeen the connection 
plate and the colur.m web. Design recommendations for the 
increases in thickness Here based on the effective area to 
resist shear lag or on the size of the shear forces to be 
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of 
transmitted to the colunn flanges. 
- Inproved knodedge of the distribution of forces betueen the 
parts of the tension flange connection means that the size of 
sooe welds can be reduced without impairing the functioning of 
the connection. 
In vieH of these findings, it is recommended thc:.t a limited series 
full-scale beam-to-column connections be designed by the 
reco:;n::1endations presented c:.nd tested. They should be tested both 
statically and 1-:ith reversed repeated loading in order to test the 
suitability of the connections fer stc:.tic and ec:.rthquc:.ke design. 
Only a li1:1ited number of vreak axis beara-to-column morJent connections 
have been tested [Popov, 1969, Rentschler, 1980]. Of these, even a 
smaller number have been tested uith a cyclic loading pattern. A 
representative s2.1:1pling of the specimens tested ex:hibi ted sone tendency 
touc:.rd fracture. 
No specimens as large as those proposed here have been tested under 
cyclic loading, therefore, none have had as much opportunity to exhibit 
the tendency tm·rard fracture Hhich is ever present in thicker members. 
There are some effects of size which can only be determned 
experimentally. 
Eo prior tests have been made to deternine the effect of the 
extended connection plates proposed to reduce the tendency toward 
fracture. 
No prior tests have been made to exanine the effects of different 
thicknesses of connection plate used to provide for different attachment 
cases of the connection plate and stiffener. 
No prior tests have verified the effect of providing different weld 
sizes to match the force distributions in the connection plate. 
3 
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2 EXPERIMENT DESIGN 
Several factors are involved in the design of an experiment to test 
connections. Among them are selection of member cross sections, design 
of the actual connection, selection of lengths of beam and column in the 
subassemblaGe containing the connection, selection of actuators or 
hydraulic jacl:s, design of a reaction frame, instrumentation, and lateral 
support to prevent instability of the system. 
Requirements for each factor are discussed as well as estimates of 
ranges in Hhich quanti ties nay fall. Proposed values for the planned 
test series are listed along with available options. 
Some of the paraneters in the test series l·l'ill be selected to 
maintain continuity l·iith the earlier series of full-scale connection 
tests by Rentschler [1980] and simulated detail tests by Pourbohloul, et 
al [1983]. 
2.1 Beam and Column Cross-Sections 
In a building, bean and column cross sections are selected as needed 
by the structural design. To meet the objectives of this research 
project, a colunm is needed Hi th flanges stiff enough to help induce 
triaxial stresses in the connection plate near the tips of the colur.m 
flanges. A beam is needed with flange thickness near one inch or more so 
that any tendency to fracture due to triaxial stresses Hill be exposed. 
The ¥Teak axis plastic moment capacity of the column should be half or 
more of the strong axis plastic moment of the beam to enable equilibrium. 
These requirenents could be net by a variety of 8, 10, 12, and 14-
inch colunn shapes ranging up to the W 14 x 426 and even exending into 
the jumbo shapes. Beams could begin as low as sone of the heavier 18 and 
21-inch beam shapes up to the largest 36 W shape. 
In Rentschler's tests, the shapes Here a H 14 x 246 column and a 
H. 2 7 x 94 beam. U 14 x 257 column shapes Here used in Pourbohloul's 
tests. 
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FoP the proposed tests, a H 14 x 257 and a il 27 x 94 Hill be 
selected. (The H 14 x 246 shape is no lon;;er rolled.) Laq;er shc.pes are 
feasible, but they might unnecessarily increase the cost or place larger 
demc.nds on the loading equipment. 
2.2 Connection Design 
Three different connection types are proposed as shown in Fig. 1: 
1. the beam flange connection plate is Helded to the column 
flanges and column web and a fully-welded backup stiffener is 
provided (Fig. 1(a)). 
2. the beam flange connection plate is Helded to the coluw.n 
flanges and column Heb, but no stiffener is provided (Fig. 
1(b)). 
3. the beam flange connection plate is welded only to the column 
flanges (Fig. 1(c)). 
The components that must be designed for each connection are-: the 
beam flange connection plate, the beam v1eb connection plate to the 
column, -v:elds connecting the vJeb connection plate to the ~olur:m, 
fastening of the beam flange to its connection plate, fastening of the 
beam web to its connection plate, and design of backup flange stiffeners 
and welds, if any. Key dimensions of the specimens are listed in Table 
1. 
Of the connection components, the connection plate design and the 
-v,relds connecting the connection plate to the column Hill be emphasized. 
These tHo aspects represent neH design .recommendations to be verified. 
The remaining parts of the connection design are treated adequately by 
previously available methods. In planning these connections, it is 
assumed that part of the audience for final results is interested in 
design by allm·rable stress methods and part is interested in plastic 
design. No matter which configuration or method of design is used, an 
earthquake may "elect" to load the connection into the inelastic range. 
Alternate designs and plans will consider some combinations. 
5 
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Beam Web Connection 
The beam web connection was designed with the thickness of the web 
plate and the Helds (f) of the Heb plate to the column proportioned to 
carry the shear of the beam only. 1 \·ields (g) at the top and bot tom of the 
i·Jeb plate to the flange plates Here proportioned to carry the small 
bendin6 moment calculated for the beam shear acting at the plane of the 
ueb bolts uith the consequent eccentricity from the column i·ceb. The 
design is considered to be routine, using normal design concepts. 
Before choosing the 'beam shear only' concept for designing the beam 
web connection, an alternate was considered in which the bolts would also 
be calculated to carry the portion of beam bending moment existing in the 
portion of the bearJ i·:eb engaged by the Heb bolts. It was found that 
single and double rows of web bolts would have required capacities much 
·larger than could be supplied by typical structural bolts. 
By Helding the bean t-Jeb to the i..reb connection plate inst·ead of 
bolting it, the beam web moment could be transmitted. When bolts sized 
for Heb shear only are used, a much larger axial force due to ben~ing is 
transmitted to the flange connection plates. This may explain in part 
why the connection with a welded beam web connection in Rentschler's test 
series survived vri thout fracture, Hhereas those Hith bolted web 
connections sustained the fractures. 
Beam Flange Connection Plate 
The design of the beam flange connection plate will test neH design 
recommendations developed from the previous uork. · The extension may be 
either rectangular or tapered in Hid th. The detail tests showed both 
types of extensions to be essentially equal in performance. If the 
detail Here used in a bridge or other fatigue situation, AHS requirements 
would dictate that a tapered change in width be used in the connection 
1Uelds in Fig. 
Helding sysbol. 
1 have an identifying letter in the forked tail of the 
Weld sizes are given in Table 1. 
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plate. The same transition is sometimes selected in building structures 
for esthetic reasons. The advice of the task group uill be sought in 
selecting the extension detail for the test specimens. 
The thiclmess of the beam flange connection plate and the sizes of. 
the welds joining the plate to the column will be different for each of 
the three different connection types proposed. 
In the first case (Fig. 1 (a)) with a backup stiffener and fillet 
vields to both the column \·reb and flanges, a 1-1/8 in connection plate can 
be used because of the favorable stress distribution. Four 1/2-in fillet 
Helds (a) will be used betHeen the connection plate and coluz:m flanges to 
carry· approximately 60 percent of the beam flange force. THo 7/16-in 
fillet welds (b) will be used between the connection plate and column web 
to resist the rer.1aining 40 percent of the beam flange force. The same 
7/16-in Helds (c) ~-:ill be used on the opposite side of the column Heb to 
connect with the backup stiffener. Finally, four 3/8-in fillet Helds (d) 
will transmit the stiffener force to the column flanges. 
The second design case has the connecition plate welded to both the 
column flanges and web, but no backup stiffener is used (Fig. 1 (b)). A 
thickness of 1-3/8 in vlill be used for the connection plate and four 
11/16-in fillet welds (a) Hill be used to carry approximately 80 percent 
of the beam flange force. Calculated Held sizes of 1/4 in '\oJ'OUld be 
satisfactory to carry the remaining 20 percent of the force to the column 
He b. Hm·rever, minimum \·Telds (b) of 3/8 in will be used because of the 
thickness of the members involved. 
The third design case (Fig. 1 (c)) has the connection plate Helded 
only to the colur;;n flanges, the most severe case. It Hill require a 
connection plate thickness of 1-5/8 in. Four 718-in fillet Helds (a) 
will be required to fasten the connection plate to the column flanges. 
In the two connections of Fig. (b) and (c) having thicker 
connection plates, transition in thickness may be accomplished by sloping 
the surfaces of the groove Helds or by charll'ering the thicker plate. In 
7 
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these specimens, it will be planned to chamfer the extended portions of 
the connection plates before they are welded to the column. 
For comparison of the neH Held designs Hith prior prc.ctice, it 
should be noted that 3/4-in fillet welds were used for all specimens in 
the prior full-scale and detail tests. The 'I·Jeld sizes proposed here 
average the same amount, but vary somewhat based on known variations in 
force distribution. 
Length of Column 
The length of column in a test specimen oay simulate the height of a 
story in a prototype structure; it also must allow for clearance and 
stroke for loading jacks, for height and flexibility of a reaction frame, 
and for deflection of the specimen beam. 
The height of column proposed for specimens Hill be either 10 feet 
or 15 feet depending on whether the loading equipment consists or· 6-inch 
bore Parker-Hannefin jacks currently in use in Fritz Lab or 8-inch bore 
actuators now on order. This column length will allow for the depth of 
the beam, the lengths of tHo jacks and fittings, and the deflection of 
the beam or the stroke of the jacks. 
The top and bottom of the column ~Jill be vrelded to their base plates 
with· veb Helds (h) only, causing the ends to perform as nearly pinned 
ends. (See Fig. 1 (d).) The end condition Hill cause the specimen to 
simulate the distance betHeen inflection points in a prototype structure, 
Hhich is approximately the floor-to-floor heiGht. 
The length of the column also participates in determining the arJount 
of horizontal shear that will be applied to both the top and bottom ends 
of the column. The horizontal shear in turn determines design criteria 
for base plates and fastenings and for the stresses and deformations of 
the loading frames. 
8 
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Length of Beam 
The length of an end-loaded cantilever beam in a test specimen may 
siLmlate the distance fron a point of oaximurJ noment to an inflection 
point in a prototype structure. The length will influence the a~ount of 
shear required in the beao to develop the plastic hinge mor;1ent at the 
point of maximuo ;:nor:Jent. The shear, in turn, determines the capacity 
required for load actuators, fittings, and loading fr~~es. The length of 
the beao also influences deflections caused by bend.ing of the bear:J, as 
uell as reflecting the influence of additional deflections caused by 
rotation of its supporting joint and translation of the supporting 
column. 
Selection of a beam length for the specimen is furth~r guided by the 
test bed anchorage pattern where convenient locations for bases of 
specimens, test fraoes, and loading frames are spaced 5 feet apart. With 
this in mind, beam lengths should be considered t-lith the load point 5 ft 
and 10 ft from the centerline of the column. 
The consequences of selecting the two beam lengths v:ill novr be 
examined. 
1·iith the load point located at the 5 ft station, a jack capacity 
exceeding 230 ldps vmuld be required. Because of the length of the 
jacks, this would require a colurm length of 15 ft. The calculated 
elastic component of beam deflection \·muld be about 0. 4 in. If excessive 
slip of the column top fixture can be prevented, the stroke capacity of 
the jacks should be adequate for reasonable excursions into the ductile 
range in the order of 4 to 5 tir.Jes the elastic range. 
With the load point located at the 10 ft station, the requirement 
for jack capacity would reduce to 115 kips. Testing could be 
acconplished using either the jacks Hi th 6-in bore or those Hith 8-in 
bore. A 10-ft column height could be used with the 6-in bore jacks. The 
elastic component of beam deflection v:ould be about 1.0 in. In this test 
setup, there would be a risk of running over the capacity of the jacks in 
both load and stroke. A slight excess of yield strength of the specimen 
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could elevate the maximur.l test load beyond the capacity of the jacks, 
1 eading to excessive leaking of the hydraulic system. Any slip of the 
column top could lead to deflections beyond the stroke of the jacks. 
Apparently, a more confortable experiwental operation could be 
achieved by using 8-in bore jacks and a column height of 15 ft. The 
elastic componer1t of deflection Hould be about 1. 1 in. Adequate stroke 
of the jacks Hould probably be certain and the operating pressure of the 
hydraulic system Hould be at about half its rated capacity. l'!argin for 
overrun of both load and stroke would be available. 
2.3 Test Setup 
The test setup Hill consist of loading equipment,· reaction frame, 
lateral support, and instruruentation. The loading equipment and test 
speci~en are sketched in Fig. 2. A three-dimensional schematic diagram 
of the test setup is given in Fig. 3. 
Actuators or Hydraulic Jacks 
Load Hill be applied by a pair o:f- double-acting hydraulic rams 
located above and below the end of the cantilever beam portion of the 
specimen as shown in Fig. 2. The hydraulic system will be connected so 
that one ram Hill be acting in tension at the same time the opposing rat! 
acts in compression. The net load on the specimen will be the sum of the 
forces applied by the ti·lO rams. \·!hen both rams are subjected to equal 
cylinder pressures, the ran acting in tension will exert a 10\·!er load 
since the tension rod passes through the tension side of the cylinder, 
reducing the exposed cross-sectional area of the piston. A loHer 
compression limit Hill be inposed on sone hydraulic jacks having slender 
rods and fittings because of column buckling capacity. 
THo different sets of actuators Hill be considered here. One Hill 
be a pair of 6-in bore Parker-Hannefin jacks presently available in Fritz 
Lab. They are rated at 55 kips compression or 70 kips tension Viith 12-in 
stroke. The second set .is a pair of 8-in bore hydraulic cylinders 
presently on order from a manufacturer. These are rated at 150 kips 
10 
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compression and 103 kips tension vrith a stroke of 24 in at 3000 psi 
nominal pressure. 
!Jei-.r base plates and pin blocks of higher capacity Hill be needed for 
the new jacks. Previously fabricated connecting devices which have been 
tested in service are available to be used Hi th the currently available 
jacks with 6-in bore. 
Reaction Frame 
THO main assemblages Hill be needed for the reaction frane, a 
support for the top of the specimen column and a fra::1e to resist the 
vertical thrust and pull of the upper loading jack. A three-dimensional 
schematic diagram of the reaction frame is given in Fig. 3. 
The column support frame Hill be required to hold the top of the 
specimen column in position both in its plane of loading and 
perpendicular to its plane of loading.· The main requirew.ent Hili be to 
resist a horizontal shear approximately two-thirds of the vertical load 
on the beam or about 80 kips. It is propo§ed to erect the reaction fraoe 
on the dynamic test bed using the available test frame hardHare as much 
as possible. THO 23-ft long columns will be mounted 12 ft apart to 
support a heavy cross beam of either lV 30 or H 36 size.. A pair of 
diagonal struts uill be provided to brace the bent against out-of-plane 
loading due to the horizontal shear exerted by the specimen column. A 
top base plate with special bolted cleats to prevent horizontal slip will 
be provided for the specimen column.(See Fig. 4(a).) In past tests Hith 
similar rigging, slip of the column top caused excessive sway of column 
tops. 
Ten feet from the column support frame will be a jacking frame also 
constructed from two 23-ft long columns and a heavy cross beam. The 
cross beam will be mounted with its lower surface 15.5 ft above the floor 
to acconodate the height of two jacks, the specimen beam, and fittings. 
A yoke consisting of thick plates and threaded rods will be mounted over 
the cross beam to carry the upper jack and resist its Daxiraum tensile 
load (Fig. 4(b)). 
11 
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Lateral Support for Beams and Columns 
Lateral support to the top and bottom ends of the specimen column 
will be provided by its connection to the test bed floor and the reaction 
frame. Lateral support to the connection end of the cantilever specinen 
beam Hill be provided by the stiffness of the specimen column. Both 
members selected are calculated to be stable for plastic behavior without 
additional bracing. The cantilever beam is predicted to be stable even 
if the loaded end Here entirely free of support. The· attachment of jacks 
at the loaded end Hill tend to have a stabilizing effect on the 
cantilever bear:1. 
2.4 Instrumentation 
Deflection-Heasuring Instrumentation 
The principal deflection of interest in each connection specimen is 
the vertical deflection of the loaded end of the cantilever beam r~lative 
to the point of intersection of the beam and column. Because of movement 
of the reaction frame and slip beb;een the specioen coluon top and 
reaction frame, it will be necessarj to measure several other 
deformations. 
Deflections measured will be vertical at the load, horizontal at the 
conne~tion, rotation of the joint, horizontal at the column top, and 
tHist of the column (because it is fastened off-center to the reaction 
frame at its top). 
Isolated, unloaded reference members will be mounted on the test bed 
a short distance from the specimen and reaction frames. Deflections 
between the specimen and reference members will be measured using LVDT's. 
Combinations of readings v:ill be calculated to determine the actual 
defor.wations of the structure. Electrical rotation gages designed by 
Yarimci, et al, vlill be used to measure rotations at certain points on 
the specimen. [Lu, 1968] 
12 
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Strain-Heasuring Instrumentation 
Electrical resistance wire strain rosettes will be applied in 
suitabl~ patterns to detect the stress concentration trencs and force 
distributions within the beam-to-column connection. Data for all 
electrical strain gages and displacerJent gages Kill be collected and 
processed using a f.ITHC-11/23 1-iodular Instruments La bora tory 
Conputer. [Hang, 1983] 
3 LOADING SEQUENCE 
The objectives in planning a loading sequence for this set of 
expericents are both to verify suitability of the revised designs in 
resisting fracture under static loads and to obtain information on the 
behavior of this type of connections when they are subjected to seismic 
loads. Each test Hill begin vli th 3 cycles of load applied Hith a nor.1inal 
maximuc stress of 0.66 Fy. During these cycles, the instrumentation will 
be checked out and the elastic behavior of the connections will be 
observed. 
Following the initial 3 cycles, the eyclic load program to tie used 
in the experiments Hill have a monotonically-increasing amplitude Hhich 
consists of a series of intervals v:rith constant amplitude load cycles as 
sho1-m in Fig. 5. The number of constant amplitude load cycles is 
arbitrary. Similar cyclic loadings were employed by [Popov, 1969] in his 
series of tests on steel connections. Of course, it is very unlikely 
that a connection in a building will be subjected to such orderly 
arranged load excursions Hi thin its lifetime; hoHever, it is not likely 
either that any two seismic loadings will-be identical. This fact highly 
complicates the loading simulation of a real connection in the laboratory 
and arbitrary loadings are adapted v;hich assume a cumulative type of 
daoage irnpli ci tly. Although the period of the load application on the 
connection test is much longer than that in an earthquake, investigations 
by [Hanson, 1966] have shown that the hysteresis curves from static and 
dynamic loadings are reasonably close. Also, the effect of frequency of 
loading on the ar;:ount of plastic strain energy and plastic strain is 
negligible at tesperatures Hell beloH the creep range, Hhich justifies 
13 
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the quasi-static type of loading instead of the more complicated dyanoic 
type. [l·iorrou, 1964] 
4 SUHHARY 
Tests are proposed to examine the effects of revisions in design 
procedure for bean-to-column Heb moment connections. The purpose of the 
tests is to both confirm neH desit;n recou'";lendations and provide data on 
seismic performance of connections in a size and detail range outside the 
range of presently available test results. 
Prior theoretical and 
problems in beam-to-column 
experir:iental 
web moment 
studies disclosed 
connections. In 
fracture 
full-scale 
connection tests vlith certain details involving thick tension flanges 
restrained c.t their connection to heavy column flanges, some fractures 
occurred. Studies of various tension flange connection details led to 
recoThuendc.tions for modifications to design procedure predicted to 
alleviate the tendency toward fracture. 
Recoonendations for modifications to design procedure included using 
extended flange connection plates and thicker connection plates r;hen 
conditions Harrant them. Fillet Helds joining connection plates to 
colunns can be sized. to match inproved kno1dedge of the distribution of 
forces, thereby peroitting some weld sizes to be reduced without 
impai~ing the performc.nce of the connection. The reco~1ended changes in 
design procedure depend on the presence or absence of backup stiffeners 
to the beam terision flange and of welds between connection plates and the 
column Heb. 
It is proposed to fabricate 3 speciL:ens varied to test as idde a 
range as possible of the findings and obtain information on performance 
of connections under seismic type loadint;s. Options in both specimen 
design and test setup design must be considered to complete the test 
plans. Some of the options relate to the strength of the connection, and 
some relate to spatial relationships for the test setup. 
A W 27 x 94 beam and a W 14 x 257 coluon are selected to sioulate 
14 
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menbers of a typical prototype connection. Bea::1 Heb connections for all 
specimens are proportioned by routine structural design concepts to 
transoit the beam shear only. The beam flange connection and connection 
plate draw upon the proposed new design concepts. The thinnest plate and 
smallest fillet Helds are _required \·.Then a bac~:up stiffener is provided 
and Helds to both column web and column flange are provided for 
connection plate and backup stiffener. Uhen tl1e bacl:up stiffener is 
omitted, larger fillet welds and a thicker connection plate are required. 
\-!hen there is no backup stiffener and the 1-.relds are omitted beh:een the 
column 1-1eb and beam flange connection plate, the thickest connection 
plate and largest fillet welds are required. 
It is found that the length of the specimen beam and colur:m are 
relate·d to the dimensions and load capacity of the loading equipment and 
also must provide adequate space for stroke of the loading equipment to 
allow full deflection of the specimen during cyclic loading. 
The test setup consists of loading equipment, reaction frame, 
lateral support, and instruwentation. Options are discussed for a. range 
of sizes of specimen and loading and reaction system. The key to the 
design of the experiment lies in the length of hydraulic actuators of 
sufficient load capacity and stroke to yield the specinen and displace it 
through several cycles VTithout resetting the equipraent. The recormended 
option uses a larger specimen column length of 15 feet and the larger of 
the available loading jacks, but keeps the load and displacement denands 
of the test i·:ell Hithin the capability of the equipment. 
A crucial part of the test setup is the reaction frame Hhich 
supports the top end of the specimen column and resists the horizontal 
shear. Diagonal bracing is required to prevent s~-.ray of the reaction 
frame and a special column top fitting is proposed to prevent slip of the 
colunn with respect to the frane. A second parallel reaction frame is 
required at the load end of the specimen beam to accept the vertical 
force of the dual-acting hydraulic jacks. A loading yoke is designed to 
enclose the heavy cross beam of the reaction fr~~e and carry the tension 
force of the vertical jacks at a higher value than any previous tests in 
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Fritz Laboratory using tension jacks. 
Deformation of the reaction frames is calculated to be of sufficient 
oagni tude to be a factor in planning of the tests. Losses due to slip 
must be avoided to prevent running out of stroke Hith the loading 
equipment. Instrumentation oust be mounted on frames supported 
independently of the reaction frames in Ol'der to separate rigid body 
motions from the deformations of the specimen. 
A loading sequence of monotonically-increasing series of constant 
amplitude load cycles will be adopted. Although this sequence does not 
truly simulate earthquake loadings, other investigators have shown that 
the hysteresis curves generated are reasonably close to those from 
dynamic loadings. 
The experiments proposed are needed to test the suitability of new 
design recoomendations. They uill also provide needed data on cyclic 
behavior of connections. They will add to the currently available data 
in the following manner: 
Only a limited number of weak axis beam-to-colurm woment 
connections have been tested, and only part of these Here 
tested cyclically. Some of the specimens tested did exhibit 
some tendency toward fracture. 
- No specimens as large as those proposed here have been tested 
under cyclic loading. The tests give an opportunity to observe 
effects of size which can only be determined experimentally. 
- No prior tests have been made to determine the effect of the 
extended connection plates and different thicknesses of 
connection plates in reducing the tendency toward fracture and 
providing for the different attachment cases of the connection 
plate and stiffener. 
- No prior tests have verified the effect of providing different 
Held sizes to oatch the force distributions in the connection 
plate. 
16 
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5 TABLES 
Table 1: 
Key Dimensions 
Bear:J llember 
Col urm l·lenber 
Beam Length 
center-of-column 
to center-of-load 
Coluon Length 
base plate-to-
base plate 
Bean Web Connection 
Plate Thickness 
No of Bolts 
Size of Bolts 
Spacing of Bolts 
Held f 
Held g 
Beam Flange Connection 
Plate Thickness 
Extension 
Horizontal Ta~er--Opt (1) 
Horizontal Taper--Opt (2) 
Verticc.l Taper 
Flange Held a 
i!eb Held b 
Stiffener Thickness 
Heb l:eld c 
Flange Held d 
Colu~n Base Connection 
Heb Held h 
KEY DIEE!'JSIONS OF SPECIJ.JEl'JS 
(a) 
H 27 X 94 
-vr 14 x 25 7 
10 ft 
15 ft 
1/2 in 
7 
7/8 in 
3 in 
3/8 in 
3/8 in 
1-1/8 in 
3 in 
None 
2. 5: 1 
1/2 in 
7/16 in 
1-1/8 in 
7/16 in 
3/8 in 
5/16 in 
17 
Specioen 
(b) 
H 2 7 X 94 
VJ 14 X 25 7 
10 ft 
15 ft 
1/2 in 
7 
7/8 in 
3 in 
3/8 in 
3/8 in 
1-3/8 in 
3 in 
None 
2. 5: 1 
2. 5: 1 
11/16 in 
3/8 in 
5/16 in 
(c) 
H 27 X 94 
H 14 X 257 
10 ft 
15 ft 
1/2 in 
7 
7/8 in 
3 in 
3/8 in 
3/8 in 
1-5/8 in 
3 in 
None 
2. 5: 1 
2. 5: 1 
7/8 in 
5/16 in 
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Figure 1: Possible Connections for Full-Scale Cyclic Tests 
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(C) (d) 
Figure 1, continued: Possible Connections for 
Full-Scale Cyclic Tests 
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Figure 2: Setup of Specicen and Jacks 
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Reaction Frame 
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-Brace / 
Test Upper 
Jack 
Actuators 
(Jacks) 
Jacking Frame 
Figure 3: Schewatic Diagrao of Reaction Frame 
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(b) 
Figure 4: Details of Column Top Fitting and Top Jack Yoke 
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Figure 5: Cyclic Loading Scheue [Popov, 1969] 
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